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Civil
 
rights
 
activists'
 
legacies
 
honored
 
By
 Alvin 
M. 
Nlorgan
 
DAMN'
 STAFF 
WRI  f FR 
The 
legacies 
of civil 
rights
 
activists
 Cesar E. 
Chavez and
 
Philip
 Vera 
Cruz  are alive
 and 
well at 
San Jose 
State  
University.  
Tuesday,
 in the 
Student 
Union's
 Pacifica 
Room, speeches
 
were given
 to discuss
 the two 
leaders' 
desire  to fight
 for the 
rights 
of
 immigrant
 workers 
of 
all races. 
Akbayan, 
which 
means 
embracing  in 
freedom
 in 
Tagalog,  
is a 
Filipino
 student 
organization
 
of SJSU 
and  in 
coordination
 with 
MECIIA 
hosted  and 
organized  
the
 
event.  
MEChA,
 is a 
Chicano  student
 
organization  
on
 campus. 
According  to 
Abel Macias,
 a 
graduate 
student 
majoring  in 
Mexican
-American
 
studies,
 
MEChA, 
translated 
into
 English, 
means 
movement  of 
Chicano stu-
dents  of 
Aztlan.  
Macias said 
Aztlan  is the spir-
itual homeland
 of the 
Aztecs.
 
Akbayan has 
been in exis-
tence
 on campus 
since  it began in 
1976 with 
20 students, 
according  
to Lynelle 
Ente,  a senior 
major-
ing in child 
development.
 
"We're 
geared  towards
 the Fil-
ipino  students on 
campus. We 
also reach 
out to the Filipino 
community and just 
trying  to 
build a strength
 within us to 
know  who we are and to teach
 
everyone
 about our culture, 
because there are a lot of Filipino 
students who don't know much 
about
 their culture," Ente said. 
According to Jay Mendoza, 
who is a member of the Phillip 
Vera Cruz Project, a group whose 
mission is to stand 
up and fight 
for the rights of Filipino workers 
as well as 
other  people of color, 
Vera Cruz and Chavez brought 
the plight of farm workers to the 
national
 spotlight. 
Estella Hebei, the second 
speaker of the night and a 
teacher of Asian
 American Stud-
ies, said the Agricultural Work-
ers Organizing 
Committee  was 
the 
Filipino  farm worker organi-
zation that eventually came 
together with Chavez and his 
group The 
National Farm Work-
ers Association, to form what
 is 
now known as the United
 Farm 
 sew RIGHTS.
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Former porn star Annie 
Sprinkle
 
shares
 her experiences 
with 
SJSU
 
SING
 
SEX  
AS
 
ART
 
By 
Kami 
Nguyen  
DNIEN  
WRIIIR  
Annie 
Sprinkle 
is not 
afraid 
to
 talk about
 sex  
in
 
fact,  she 
makes  it her
 mis-
sion. 
In her 
lecture 
"The
 Plea-
sures,
 Profits 
and Politics
 of 
Making 
Sexually 
Explicit 
Media,"  
Sprinkle  
discussed
 the 
making  of 
sexually  
explicit  
media as 
an art form. 
She had 
another  lecture
 on 
Saturday
 where she 
also sold 
"Tit
 Prints," 
where  she 
places  
paint on her 
breasts, and 
prints 
them on paper. 
The money 
made from the
 
prints 
went towards
 the St. 
James Infirmary. 
A few 
students
 raised 
their  
hand 
when
 Sprinkle 
asked if 
they've been
 to her 
Saturday  
lecture. 
"I feel like 
I've
 already shot
 
my 
wad,  to use 
a porno 
expression," 
she said. "I've 
already
 shown 
some
 of my 
work  (at the
 last 
lecture)."  
Sprinkle  began 
by shoying 
a slide show 
of various pho-
tographs
 from 
past
 artists 
that have used 
sex  and nudi-
ty into 
their  art form. 
Artist Yues 
1Klein would 
turn people 
into
 living sculp-
tures by 
painting  on them. 
"The work was 
done  in 
1961, so this 
was pretty out-
rageous," 
she said. 
The next
 slide was another 
example
 of Klein's 
work.  
Sprinkle
 said Klein would
 
paint on nude 
women and 
drag 
them around on 
a large, 
white sheet
 of paper and 
paint 
pictures. 
There 
was also a 
picture  of 
cello player 
Charlotte Mour-
man, 
who teamed 
up with 
photographer
 Nam 
June
 Paik 
to do a series 
of Mourman 
playing 
the cello in the
 nude. 
"She was
 known as the
 
Topless 
Cello Player,"
 Sprin-
kle said. 
"People  were 
like, 
'how 
dare she 
play  in the 
nude?' 
Of
 course she 
was 
arrested." 
Sprinkle's  favorite
 artist 
was 
Linda  Montano,
 who tied 
a rope 
attaching  her to a 
man 
named
 Tehching
 Hsieh for 
one 
year. 
"She 
made  life into
 art. 
She's  the 
greatest  
teacher,"  
Sprinkle
 said. 
The lecture
 didn't 
just  
have Sprinkle
 showing 
photos 
and the 
worlu3 of her
 favorite 
artists. 
She also 
talked  about
 
her life in the 
sex industry. 
By the 
time
 she turned
 16 
 See
 SEX.
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pholos
 
hy
 Christy 
Kinskey
 
Above, Candles, a 
marble limited -edition
 dildo, 
"Aphrodite Award"
 certificates and 
various  instruc-
tional books and videos fill a table of performance artist 
Annie Sprinkle's promotional materials. Annie Sprinkle lec-
tured on her works Tuesday evening and plans to donate  
some of her books to Clark Library.
 Right, Performance 
artist Annie 
Sprinkle  sells some of her portraits and 
materials after her
 presentation on her career of sexually 
explicit performances and sex education efforts. Following
 
Tuesday night's lecture, she was hosted 
by
 SJSpirit for a spir-
titual discussion
 of 
sexuality  
tn 
Spartan
 
Memorial.  
Students
 
network  with employers 
Saws
 Jose
 
fire 
Dellarimeen 
.00011."4".' 
IP' alp 
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 Senn Daily She
 
Senior biology major Eva
 Naredo gives her contact 
information  to 
Stephanie 
Ladenburger
 of 
Mustard
 Seed 
Communities,  an organization  that 
has a community service mission to 
Jamaica every summer. Mustard Seed
 
Communities
 
was 
one  of many service -based organizations
 with a display 
at 
Tuesday's  
human
 and 
public service 
career  forum. 
By Paul Mercado 
i) \II1 SIN!! WHI1114 
Jobs that make a difference 
was part of the careers 
forum 
series in the human and pub-
lic sector that was presented 
'Tuesday in the Loma
 Prieta 
Ballroom at the Student 
Union. 
Students
 were able to meet 
and network with prospective 
employers 
and  non-profit 
organizations looking for vol-
unteers.
 
San Jose State University 
Career Center, the Center for 
Service Learning, Campus 
Ministry Center, department 
of political science and the col-
lege of social science 
hosted 
the event. 
More than 
40 organizations 
were 
available for students
 to 
interact with 
and some had 
job 
opportunities,  while
 others 
were looking for 
volunteers. 
Most of the 
organizations  
were from the government
 
agencies. 
One was the California 
department 
of corrections, 
which was 
recruiting
 individ-
uals for the 
many  guard posi-
tions. 
The  U.S. Postal 
Service
 was 
looking for part-time
 rural 
postal 
workers  and 
prospec-
tive graduates 
with  engineer-
ing degrees.
 
Police, redevelopment and 
fire departments represented 
the city of 
San  Jose. 
Joan Sutton, San Jose Fire 
Department recruiter, said 
she is looking for individuals 
that want a career in the fire 
department. 
"The 
role
 of the firefighter 
is to 
protect  lives 
and 
proper-
ty," Sutton said.
 "They are the 
work horse of 
the  crew," 
Because of the recent bond 
issued, 
Sutton  said she
 
is 
adding six new 
fire stations in 
the 
city
 during
 the 
next six 
years 
and  has a need 
to staff 
them.
 
"This is 
not a reflection
 
of 
Sept. 
11. 
However,  I 
believe
 
that the people 
passed the 
bond 
in
 part because  of 9/11 
and the
 
public  wants  
to 
feel 
more secure,"
 Sutton said. 
 
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University
 House 
open for rciaming 
RN 
\ 111 I ,t1111
 
The 
University 
HOUSE..
 at San 
Jose  State University
 is sched-
uled to 
have
 its open house from 
8 a.m.
 to 2 p.m. on 
Thursday.  
Associated 
Students  
Executive
 
Director 
Alfonso
 De Alba 
said the 
open  house is 
to
 introduce the 
students
 and the community
 
to 
the 
University  
House.  
With  the open 
house, 
students
 
can 
be more 
aware of 
the house 
and  its 
use,
 said 
Maribel
 Mar-
tinez, 
A.S. 
president.  
The
 house. 
formally
 known 
as
 
the 
Scheller  
House,
 is currently
 
home
 to 
A.S.
 
The
 
offices
 of the A.S. execu-
tives, 
such
 as the 
president 
and 
vice 
president,  
the
 board of 
direc-
torn 
and the 
administration
 staff 
are
 located 
in this 
building.  
The University
 House 
offers  
conference 
rooms at 
no cost for 
students 
and their 
organizations,
 
SJSU
 departments
 and by others 
in the
 community,
 according 
to 
the A.S. Web site. 
Whether for 
a formal meeting 
or an impromptu get together,
 the 
facilities are open 
to students 
during normal business hours. 
De Alba said the
 move made 
way for the completion of the A.S. 
cornputer lab, which
 is currently 
in the Student Union where the 
former A.S. offices 
were
 located. 
It cost the students two mil-
lion dollars
 of the fees they pay to 
renovate the house, de Alba said. 
"I don't agree with how 
we got 
the house," Martinez, said. 
Now one 
of the oldest standing
 
structures at the 
university, the 
University House has been 
reno-
vated for student to use, 
with  
its 
oak hardwood floors, dark wood 
trim, leaded glass windows and 
its grand 
fireplace,
 all restored. 
The Fireside Room has a baby 
grand piano, an omate working 
fireplace and tables and chairs 
for
 
students  
to use. 
Martinez  said, I think we are 
 See HOUSE,
 Pip 6 
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Should 
Bud Winter Field
 be paved and turned into a 
parking  lot? 
VIEWS
 
Expanding parking options necessary 
to making our university
 a 
functional,
 productive 
community
 
ud 
Winter Field should be turned into a parking lot.Why, you ask? Have you enjoyed the splendor of 
B 
parking at this fine university at any time of the school week between say, 9 a.m. and 
6 p.m.? The uni-
versity is and has being facing a parking crisis for many years and 
this is one remedy that can help ease the parking crunch. 
Critics will say you could go down to 
Park
 and Ride 
across from Spartan Stadium on any school day and see 
empty spots in that lot. 
They argue, "If that isn't getting used, why 
would a parking lot at Bud Winter 
be
 used?" 
My question 
is, "Why are students willing 
to stalk anybody who appears
 to be getting 
into their car in 
any of the campus park-
ing garages when they could 
park near 
Spartan Staditun 
with  no fuss and 
take a short bus ride in to campus?" 
We ask people to do this everyday
 
and 
I don t ,ee why v e can't ask 
students
 to do it, too. 
Don't we ask people to drive their cars to BART stations all over the Bay 
Area and take BART to ease traffic
 and parking throughout the Bay Area? 
Isn't it suggested that people should take public transportation to Pacif-
ic Bell Park for San Francisco Giants garnes because of the lack of parking 
near Pac Bell and the possible traffic that people are sure to encounter? 
This is why I don't buy the, "Well students don't want to get on a bus 
like they are in elementary
 school" argument. 
Why not? 
People go to work on BART every day. Isn't that just a fancy bus? 
Isn't it better than circling the Seventh Street garage for a half-hour? 
Obviously, the ideal solution would be some kind of parking facility 
on or closer to campus. 
PE
 
WEAVER  
I )AILY STAFF
 WRITER 
IT DOESN'T MAKE 
FOR AN EFFICIENT 
COMMUNITY TO 
HAVE NUMEROUS 
MEMBERS LATE 
FOR CLASS OR 
WORK BECAUSE 
THEY CAN'T FIND 
ANYWHERE 
TO PARIC. 
If you can find
 somewhere to put 
one, I'm sure President Caret would 
be 
willing
 to listen. 
Bud Winter Field is San Jose State 
University 
property and 
ultimately
 
SJSU has  the right to do whatever it 
wants to do 
with it. 
I also understand there are resi-
dents in the neighborhood around 
the South Campus area who 
oppose 
turning
 11/1 area they use 
for recreation into a stretch of 
asphalt. 
They say turning Bud Winter 
Field into a parking lot is the 
school's right, but it would make 
SJSU bad neighbors by taking away 
a source of their recreational 
activi-
ties. 
That may be true, but the university 
isn't obligated to 
provide
 recreational 
facilities for the residents of San Jose. 
It would be nice. But it's
 not practi-
cal. 
The university
 has to look out for 
the 28,000 or so students, faculty 
members and the administrators who make this school 
community 
function. 
It doesn't make for an efficient 
community
 to have numerous mem-
bers late for 
class  or work because they can't find anywhere to park. 
Also, Spartan Stadium would benefit 
from having a real parking lot 
on the 10th Street
 side of the stadium. 
There are SJSU football games,
 the Earthquakes, the CyberRays, 
soccer exhibitions
 and other events that take place at Spartan 
Stadi-
um. 
The people who att,end 
these events, particularly in the fall and 
winter, and given the right to park in a muddy 
field  area for the 
low, low price of $8. 
You think those people would like to have somewhere
 to park 
and set up their tailgate parties without having their barbecues 
sink into the ground? 
Simply put, paving Bud Winter Field is a business decision. 
SJSU has people who pay to use its facilities
 and they have to look 
out for those people 
first.
 
In an ideal world, we wouldn't have parking pmblems
 and we could pre-
serve Bud Winter 
Field.
 
If you haven't realized this yet, this isn't an ideal world. 
Joe Weaver is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Oak 
Illustration
 by Dawn 
BozacA 
.11 
Students, athletes, 
neighbors
 
have 
use for
 Bud 
Winter  
Field;
 SJSU's
 
plan is nothing
 but 
misuse
 
WHe
 driving past Bud Winter Field one
 may 
wonder
 what 
on earth 
possessed 
President Caret to 
endorse a plan that
 would replace a 
prime recreational area with 
asphalt.
 
A man in bright red shorts runs 
around the track. 
A woman, with her arms pumping, 
power-wallts.  
Girlfriends are chatting and 
children are playing. 
And San Jose State Uni-
versity wants to bring in the 
cement trucks and 
pave
 away 
an area popular with students 
and community members. 
Spartan Keyes residents use the field as 
a place to exercise and 
lounge. 
University athletes use the field to practice soccer, rugby and 
track. 
Why would SJSU want to rid its community of a track that has 
been open to the public for more than 40 years? 
Shouldn't the university be trying to build partnerships with the 
city and its 
surrounding community? 
Isn't this what a good metropolitan university should do? 
How can partnerships be made if the university makes decisions 
based solely on its needs? 
Obviously we have a parking problem on campus. 
But creating a small parking lot, with an additional 800 parking 
spots, near 
Spartan Stadium, is not 
going to solve the problem. 
It's like 
putting  a Band-Aid on a 
bleeding gunshot wound. 
Who wants to 
park  a mile from 
campus, anyway? Most students still 
haven't warmed up to the idea of a 
Park and Ride Lot or public trans-
portation. 
Students still circle the 
garages searching desperately 
for a parking space. When dri-
vers tire of circling, they park 
illegally if no spots open up. 
Students
 
, 
want
 convenient
 
parking. 
They  don't want park-
ing that requires a further com-
mute to get to campus. 
Emphasis  should be put on 
encouraging 
students,
 faculty and 
staff members to participate in 
green modes
 of transportation, 
not driving to an overly
 congested 
downtown. 
Who says the additional park-
ing will be 
used  to alleviate student
-parking  congestion, anyway? 
During a press 
conference,  President Caret 
hinted  at the idea 
that the additional parking
 spaces will be used for construction
 
crews when 
construction
 begins on the new 
housing project. 
This means students 
will still be fighting for parking spots, 
park-
ing illegally,
 arriving late to class because the 
last
 45 minutes have 
been used circling the 
garages and leaving class early to 
feed
 the 
meters.
 
Meanwhile, the
 proposed paving is displacing downtown 
resi-
dents 
and  student 
athletes.  
If the 
proponents  of more asphalt would take the time t,o visit 
Bud Winter Field, they would
 see people using the field. 
They would
 see a man in bright red shorts running 
around
 the 
track. 
They would 
see a woman, arms pumping, power walking.
 
They would see 
girlfriends chatting and children playing. 
Why would anyone in their right
 mind what to rid the down-
town community of this 
scene? 
Almost eight acres of new asphalt,
 parked cars and a few trees 
will not be as pleasing to 
the eye.  
Nor will it solve the university's
 parking problem. 
S FUDENTS WANT 
ONVENIENT 
PARKING. THEY 
DON'T  WANT
 
PARKING
 THAT 
REQUIRES
 A 
I URTHER 
OMMUTE  TO 
GET TO CAMPUS. 
Lori Hanlov is a 
Spartan Daily 
Staff Writer 
TALKING
 
HEADS
 
should 
Bud
 
Winter
 
Field
 be turned 
into a 
parking  
lot?
 
"N..
 I think
 they 
should  
find 
alternative
 
parking.
 It's
 
the 
only  
track
 in the 
area. I 
think 
they  
could  
redo
 it and 
make it 
nicer." 
v 
I 
es. Right now I see it as 
an empty lot.
 I would say 
that it is for 
students,
 and if 
they
 want parking, then 
give  
them what 
they want." 
%AN/ 
es. 
I've
 been hearing a 
lot of 
complaints about 
park-
ing. If enough 
students com-
plain, it 
should be 
paved."  
" No. Because if everyone 
wanted to turn parks into 
parking lots, what is our 
world going to come to?" 
"N0.
 I 
don't  think so. I 
think if the 
recreation  area is 
being utilized by residents 
and other students, 
why  take 
it away from them?" 
 
Ben 
Elliott  
 Raina Torres 
 
Jeff Amboy 
 Lynelle
 Ente 
 Carlo Capili 
freshman
 
junior 
sophomore senior  
senior 
advertising
 
human
 reviiirces
 management  
computer engineering 
child 
development  
kinesiology 
"It's a 
good  
idea  
because  
parking
 
spaces
 are 
needed,  
but 
at the 
same 
time,  
people  
lose a 
field that
 may be 
used 
in 
the 
future.
 How
 are 
they
 
gonig to 
replace
 the 
field?"  
 
Rachel  
Bauer  
senior  
hospitality
 
management
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Here,
 
there,
 
thoughts  
everywhere
 
The
 
stars  
did  not
 
approve
 ut a 
full-blown,
 one
-topic
 
column  
this 
week.
 Try
 
again  
next  
week.
 
The  
Magic  8
-ball  didn't 
see 
a 
column
 
my
 future
 either. 
That
 
must
 
be 
why
 
my
 
thoughts
 
have  
been
 
so 
scattered
 
lately.
 
 
Jimmy
 loves
 
Sarah.  
But 
Sarah's
 
following
 
Bruce 
around
 
like 
a 
lovesick
 
puppy  
And 
Bruce 
hates  
Sarah.
 Last 
time  she tried
 to 
kiss
 
him  
he 
slapped
 her. In 
fact, 
Bruce
 is 
stallting
 
Jennifer.
 And 
Jennifer
 
doesn't  
like  any 
of 
them.  
She
 
likes
 
going  
downtown 
on
 her 
hot
 
dates  
and 
taking
 vacations.
 Ah 
... to live 
the life 
of a Sim.
 No won-
der that 
game 
is
 so 
popular.  
Where  
else
 
could  
you build a 
house,
 fill it 
with 
rugs, 
fireplaces
 and
 cheap
 
furniture
 and 
set  fire 
to
 it? And
 on 
top 
of it, 
you  get 
to see 
the  Grim
 
Reaper.
 He 
even 
swims  in 
that 
cape. 
 You 
know 
it's a 
James 
Cameron
 flick
 if ... 
1. 
Arnold
 
Schwarzenegger
 is the 
star.  2. Bill 
Paxton  or 
Michael
 Biehn 
is in 
there. 3. 
There  are 
guns.  There's
 
"Terminator"
 
which  has 
all three  
elements.  
(You
 have 
to
 love Pax
-
ton's
 blue 
mohawk  
in the 
begin-
ning.)
 Titanic has a 
blonde,  sillier -
looking 
Paxton  and 
a gun -toting
 
Billy
 Zane. 
What
 more 
could  you 
possibly 
ask  for? (How 
about sub-
stituting  
Arnold  for 
Leonardo  
DiCaprio? Can't 
you see him 
telling
 Kate Winslet 
to never let go 
before 
freezing 
to death? 
Of 
course, 
if Arnie were 
the  star, he 
wouldn't 
be
 able to die... 
God for-
bid 
we
 have a 
happy  
ending.)
 
 Only 
one month until
 the end 
of the semester.
 Two months 
until 
my 
summer 
internship.
 Two 
weeks of 
training.  Three 
months  of 
a summer internship.
 One year 
left 
until  graduation.
 One year and 
a couple
 of months 
until  I officially 
start "real life." 
One year and a 
couple of 
months before 
I stop 
leeching food, 
shelter and every-
thing 
else off my 
parents.  Thirty 
years 
until my boyfriend 
proposes 
... (Now that I've 
jinxed  myself III 
never get 
married.)
 
 
To the people who wrote in 
about 
my
 shopping 
12 -step pro-
gram:You 
didn't
 get it. There is no 
12 -step program. 
I made it up. The 
steps in that
 program were aimed
 
to
 make you to spend
 more money 
or to get
 you addicted to  
something  
else. Didn't you 
see the editor's 
note?
 But if you're 
really  gullible, 
there's 40 
beautiful acres of land 
in
 
Nepal I'd like to 
sell you. You can 
see the Dalai
 Lama's house from 
the
 highest point. 
 Watched
 "Van Wilder"
 this 
weekend. The 
main
 character was 
in college
 for seven years.
 At first it 
stunned me, 
seven  years seems 
like a 
long time. Then I 
stepped
 
into the 
Spartan
 Daily newsroom 
and looked
 around ... sadly,
 it's not 
that hard to spend
 seven years in 
college.
 
 It's sad 
when a 22 -year -old 
can predict the 
weather from the 
ache in 
a shoulder and atilde
 arid 
has
 to drive in the
 slow lane 
because
 sleeping wrong
 made it 
extremely 
painful
 to turn her head 
to
 the right to check a 
blind  spot or 
mirror.  
In 
resixo
 Ise. 
checlung
 
into
 an 
old  
folks'
 home,
 I 
hear
 the 
pudding 
is 
excellent.  
 
A 
suggestion
 came
 in 
for 
changing
 the 
name
 of 
the 
Univer-
sity 
House 
to the 
Martin  
House.  
Interesting  
proposal,
 but I 
don't 
think 
A.S.  will 
fall
 for it. 
A.S.  
mem-
bers
 seem 
content  tn 
call it the
 A.S. 
House  
instead
 of its
 real 
name.  (Of 
course,
 nobody
 can 
remember  
its  
real name
 because 
it has 
been 
changed
 so many
 times.)
 Instead, 
they 
should 
name it 
for  a 
benefac-
tor, or 
someone  who 
has brought 
notoriety  and 
distain to 
our  stu-
dent 
government.
 It's just 
an idea. 
We could
 spend 
another
 $2 million 
on
 the sign and
 fliers to 
announce  
the name change. 
 I used to like 
AC/DC. But 
after listening 
to it nearly 
every  
day, all 
day,  I've decided 
that they 
should qualify 
as noise pollution 
and that 1. 
the band 
should
 be 
shot 2. all their 
compact discs 
should be 
broken  and never used 
again  or 3.1 need to 
invest
 in head-
phones for the 
executive  editor (I 
think I11 just hide all his CDs 
instead.) 
 Ever notice people around you 
coughing or covering 
their noses 
and mouths?
 No, it's not your new 
perfume. It's the cigarette you've
 
got waving around in your 
hand
 
near people's heads. I almost had 
my eye burned out by a 
flamboyant
 
cell phone talker the other day. I bit 
back the remark I wanted to say
 
and instead imagined 
him  tallcing 
on the phone through his throat. 
Jeepers, that's it.
 And don't 
freak out. I can't spell anything. 
Michelle Jew is a Spartan 
Daily Production Editor 
"Spoiled"  appears 
Wednesdays.  
Advice
 to the 
crazy  drivers: 
slow down 
or die 
For
 you 
idiotic
 reckless dri-
vers with bad 
driving 
habits: Slow down 
or die 
("Driven 
crazy  by idiots behind 
the wheel," April 8.) 
OK, maybe you yourself may not 
die, but killing 
somebody  else would 
just turn your life into a living hell. 
Imagine
 it, killing a human 
being, or maybe parents of a 
young little girl, or even the next 
president  of 
the United States. 
All because you just want to 
have fun, or you are trying to 
show off your car. 
You know who
 you are, driving 
your global warming,
 gas -guz-
zling
 SUV, testing your 
brand  
new red Camaro, 
or
 showing off 
your ugly bright yellow, needs -to -
be -fixed -every
-month  Mustang. 
Please, for the sake of innocent
 
lives, dnve
 safely. 
As for you reckless Asians dri-
ving lowered Honda Civics with 
hideous spoilers, open up your 
eyes and try to drive with a little 
more decency and respect. 
I'm definitely not a racist; I'm 
just speaking for dozens 
of others 
that feel the same exact way. 
Please, if you 
don't know the 
rules, pick up a drivers
 manual at 
the local
 DMV. 
Besides, you wouldn't 
want to 
damage your new titanium alloy 
nms, wanna-be speedster racing 
tires, or double -dual 
turbo 
exhaust pipe; which probably cost 
_you four -years of tuitioa. 
Try  not 
to let them go to waste. 
John Joven 
freshman 
electrical engineering 
Spart 
Wednesday
 
Re.Entry
 
and 
Commuter  Help 
Program  
Makitig  
cannections
 
at
 SJSU from 12 p m 
to I 30 p 
te 
ht-  
Pacheco
 room of the Stu-
dent Como 
inore  
information, contact 
Jane
 Be, 
.it 
'024 
595o 
Student
 
Gerontology
 Organisation 
Meeting
 
with
 guest 
speaker  Helena Fox. 
director 
of 
Daybreak
 
Senior  Sem:ices from 4 
p.m. 
ui 5 
30
 
p 
ny
 
in the 
MacQuarne 
Hoorn 233
 
Kir  
more
 information. contact 
Katie 
Maglehy  
Career
 
Center
 
Joh 
and 
intenohip
 tarategies workshop 
hot 
resunies  
from 12.30 p.m. to 
1:30 p.m. in 
the F 
Workshop 
room
 of the 
Career  Center 
For 
more
 information,
 contact 
924-6031.
 
Career
 
Center  
Job  and internship strategies 
workshop.
 
surviving
 the current job market
 frum 2:30 
p.m. to 3::30 p.m. in 
the F Workshop moor of 
the Career Center.
 For more information. 
contact. 
924-6031.  
uide  
sjspirit.org  
Meditation and meditation instruction 
fnini 4 
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the Tipi Chapel 
next to Robert's 
Bookstore.  For more informa-
non. nintart Roger
 at 605-1687. 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and 
Transgender Alliance 
Club meeting from 5 p.m. to 6:45 p.m. in 
the Almaden room of the Student Union. 
For more 
information. e-mail 
gllitaitemailsjimodu.
 
Department of 
Nutrition  and 
Food Science 
Body rat assessment from 1:30 p.m. to 3 
p.m. in Central Classroom building, Room 
221 Five dollars Ihr students. For more infor-
mation. eontact Sherry at 206-7599. 
School of Art & 
Design
 
Student gallery exhibitions from 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. through Friday in the Art and 
Industrial Studies 
buildings.  For more infor-
mation, amtact John 
or Nicole at 92A-43.30. 
Catholic 
Campus  Ministry 
Daily %INN at 12:10 
p.m. at 31X1 S. 10th 
St. For more information, contact Sister Ma, 
cm Krause 
a 93M-1610 
Thursday
 
Listening Hour
 Concert Series 
Chamber
 music rental- I kailite 
1411.  studio 
of
 Prof Bruce Moyer
 In sit 12.30 p 
it, 1 13 p.m. 
in the Music 
Building  vonn-rt 
hall  Err more 
inliwmatitny 
Jwin Stubhe at 924-16:t
 1 
areer Center 
Joh and intenwhip strategies
 workshop: 
dynamtc interviewa from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in 
the F' N'orkshop room of the Career Center 
For more information. contact 9'24-6031. 
Peer Health Education Program 
Traditional cultural practices 
and  their 
impact on women's health fnan noon to 2 
p.m.  
in the MOSAIC mulncultural center For more 
inliirmation, contact Eva Naredo at 37:3-2378. 
90.5
 KSJS Ground Zero Radio 
Tuneful Thursday. live MUM' PVery week.This 
week nick with Kwanza .1ones from noun to 1 p.m 
in the Student Union Aniphitheater For more 
inlirmatssi. Leona Shaun
 Morris at 92444764. 
Marketing Association 
;111Sl speaker 
Jay Freidman of Live -
world at 6 p.m. in the 
Council  Chambers of 
the
 St udent 1.1110n. For 
more information, 
visit www.coh 
sisoedu/mktclub.
 
Ethnic and Cultural Health Team/ 
Peer Health Education Program 
-Traditional. cultural 
practices  and 
beliefs- and their impact on women's health 
from noon to 2 p.m. in the MOSAIC multicul-
tural renter For 
more
 information, contact 
EVil tiered° at 373-2378. 
Listening Hour Concert Series 
SJSU concert choir: Prof Elena Sharko-
va. director. Folk songs from aniund the 
world from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the 
Music Building concert hall. For more infor-
mation. contact Joan Stubbe at 924-4631. 
Spartan 7 Production 
Games prizes 
and food with sponsor 
Capitol. Buick. Pontrac, GMC 
from
 9 a.m. to 
3 p.m. in the Seventh Street Plaza. For more 
information, contact Mara at 415-265-7812. 
A.S. 
Campo.
 Recreation 
Badminton tournament at 7 p.m. in Spar-
tan Complex, Room 44A. For more informa-
lion, contact Rita Chandler at 9'24-6266.  
Chicano Commencement 
Committee  
Wts4t1. meeting at 7 p la the Chicano 
Resourtv F'or more inforniation. contact 
chicanii_commeneementeyithougroupwrom.
 
Campus Crusade For Christ 
"Nightlife" at 8 p.m. In the Science build-
ing. Room 164. For more information.
 contact 
Sam 
at 297-2862 or Jeremy 297-7616. 
Department of Nutrition and 
Food Science 
Body fat assessment from 1:30 p.m. to 3 
p.m. in Central Classroom buildmg, Room 
221. Five dollars for 
students  For more mho--
mai 916. contact Shen-., 
att 206-7599 
Friday  
Akbayan 
Pilipino 
Cultural  
Night  at 
7 p.m 
in Mor-
ns Dailey Auditonum 
For more information, 
contact Irene at 813-9817 
Counseling Services 
Relatiorothip 
recovery  support 
group  from 
p ni to 2 p.m in 
the Admrnistration 
build-
ing. Room 201 For 
more information. 
aintact 
Jennifer Sharpie.
 at 924-5910 
Saturday  
Akbayan 
Pilipmu 
Cultural
 
Night  at 6 
p.m. 
in
 Mor-
ns Dailey Auditonum. For more 
information,  
contact Irene at 813-9817 
Sunday
 
Chicano Commencement Committee 
Weekly meeting at 2 pm. in the Chicano 
Resource Library. For more information, oontact
 
chicano_cominencementlityahoogroupacom. 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Sunday MBIN at II a.m., followed by brimdi 
and at 5 pm, followed by dinner at the Catholic 
Campus  Mouittry,300S 10th St. ?Iv more info, 
manor, ootact Soter Marcia Krause at 93B-1610. 
Monday  
Black 
Graduation  
Black gradualion committee meetirip 
everyone welcome at 7 p.m. in the Ahicana 
C,enter in 
the modul. next to the ATM&
 For 
more informalion. contact Traci at 
265-2408  
 Center 
Wells Fargo will be recruiting accounting 
majors/graduates from 10:30 a.m. to I:30 p.m. 
in the Career Center, 
Building F. For more 
information.  contact Teresa at at 924-6055. 
Philosophy Department 
War on Terror ism):
 A philosophic forum. 
from 10.30 a.m. to 
noon in the Emoneering 
buildmg. Room 
189.  For more information. 
contact  Peter  at 
924-1376
 
sjspirit.org 
Meditation and meditation 
instruction 
from 4 p.m. to 5:30 
p.m. at the Tim Chapel 
next to Robert's 
tkakstore. For more informa-
tion, contact Roger at 605-1687. 
SJSU Faculty/Staff 
Walking  Club 
Beginning'intermediate levels: take half 
of .oirr lunch and walk around campus. 
Meets every Monday from 11:30 a.m. out-
side of the Career Center For more informa-
tion. contact Teresa Backer at 924-6055. 
Sparta Guide provided free of charge 
to 
students.
 
faculty 
and staff 
members.
 
Th.  
deadline for entries is noon. three 
work".  
days before the dawned publication date 
Entry 
forms  are available gn the Spartan 
Daily Office. 
Spa.
 rearnenons  may
 
mot,  
editing 
of submissions. Phone and e-mail 
entries not accepted. Entries are printed in 
the 
h Ihrs 
received  
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The 
GRE is 
Changing! 
Get some advice from the 
experts!
 
On October 
1st, two essays will replace the 
Analytical 
section  of the GRE. Are you pre-
pared to take it 
now? Don't panic - 
Kaplan's got you covered!
 Attend this FREE 
seminar to find out how 
these  changes will 
affect you on test day. 
Kaplan can get you 
the highest
 score
 
possible. 
Wednesday,
 April 24 
6:00pm 
7:30pm 
Santa 
Clara 
Call 
1-800-KAP-TEST
 now 
to  
reserve
 a seat! 
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OPINION PAGE POLICIES
  
Readers are encouraged 
to exprftis themselves on the Opinion
 
page vvith a 
letter  to the editor 
A letter
 to the editor is a 200-worcl
 response to an issue or point
 
of view that has 
appKired  in die Spartan Daily 
A viewpoint is the same as a 
letter to the editor, except it 
is a 400 -word
 response to  an issue or point
 of view that has 
appeared in the Spartan Daily 
Subi ssions 
become  the property of the 
Spartan
 Daily and may 
be edited for darity, 
grammar.  libel and 
length.
 Submissions 
must contain the 
author's name, 
address,  phone 
number,
 
signature 
and major. 
Submissions
 may be in the Lettets to the 
Editor box at the 
Spartan 
Daily  Offico Lhvight 
Bentel
 Hall. Itoom 211). sent by 
fax 
to 1408 ) 924-31T7. 
e-mail
 at SDALLY@jincsjiaLedu
 or mailed to the 
Spartan Daily
 
°pints!)  
Editor,  
School  of Journalism 
and
 Mass 
Communications. 
San Jose State 
1 lniversity, One 
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 
95192-010
 
Editorials
 are written by, and are
 the consensus of, the 
Spartan  Daily editors, not 
the staff 
Publi.shed opinions and 
advertisements  do not 
necessarily
 
reflect the views of the 
Spartan  Daily, the School 
ofJournalism  and 
Mass
 
Communications  
or S.M. T. 
MOTORS  
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EDUCATION EDGE 
PROGRAM:  
0 DOWN 
O INTEREST 
O PAYMENTS FOR 
AN ENTIRE YEAR -
AND A $500 REBATE* 
PUTTING  
OFF CAR
 
PAYMENTS.
 
AN 
IMPORTANT
 
LIFE 
LESSON.
 
ff you're
 
currently
 a 
college
 
senior  Of a graduate 
student,
 
or 
have graduated
 within the last 
two years, you may 
be
 abito 
 off 
with  a 
new 
2002 
Mitsubishi
 
and  a  $500 
rebate.
 
We 
cali
 
it
 the 
*Mitsubishi
 
Education  
Edge Program!". You can
 caill it 
More than lust a 
college
 grad
 program,
 it gives you the chance for easy 
qualifying  and 
gnsat  rates.
 Dove otf in 
any  new 
Mitsubare, 
including the all.new 
Lancer, with 0 down. 0 
Interest and 0 pigments
 for an entire year.'" 
Hurry in to your local 
Retailer
 today tt's 
not 
like you need to 
stop by the bank.. - 
- ' 
mitsubishicars.com/educationodge
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Pass 
it on 
. . 
Chris 
Giovantietti  / Daily 
Staff  
Deonce  Whitaker, center,
 leaps into the air 
to fire a 
pass
 to a teammate 
during
 a pick-up 
basketball 
game  in the Event 
Center  gym while 
Rio 
Burns,  left, and Jesse 
Lee look on. 
Sharks
 ready for 
Stanley
 
Cup 
chase  
By Joseph 
Weaver
 
Dtill 
SIM+Wkilik
 
The 
San Jose 
Sharks 
are  used 
to being 
described as 
underdogs 
this time of year. 
But times
 have 
changed.  
For  the first
 time 
ever,  the 
Sharks  ent,er 
the Stanley
 Cup 
Playoffs  with 
the high 
expecta-
tions  that come 
with  being a divi-
sion 
winner and they 
are looking 
forward to the 
challenge.  
"We're  ready for 
having expecta-
tions," Sharks 
left
 wing Scott 
Thornton said. "We feel like 
we 
deserve to be talked about with the 
rest of the top
 teatns in the league." 
The higher expectations
 are 
something that is new for 
the 
third -seeded Sharks, who 
will  
face the sixth -seeded Phoenix 
Coyotes tonight in 
Game
 1 of the 
Western Conference Quarterfi-
nals, as a team, but not for indi-
vidual players. 
"It's going to be different for 
this organization
 to be a favorite 
and have home -ice," said 
Sharks  
center Vincent Damphousse, who 
won a Stanley Cup
 with Montre-
al in 1993. "There is no reason to 
be afraid
 of being a favorite 
though. Individually, we have a 
few
 guys that have won Cups or 
have gone deep in the playoffs 
before. So we're 
prepared for the 
higher expectations that come 
with being a higher seed." 
In the Sharks first 10 seasons 
in the NHL, they had never fin-
ished 
higher than fifth in the 
Western Conference and have 
never been thought of as a seri-
ous Stanley Cup threat. 
Five Sharks, 
Damphousse,
 cen-
ter 
Mike  Ricci (1996, Colorado),
 
left wings Adam Graves 
(1990, 
Edmonton; 1994, NY Rangers) 
and Stephane Matteau (1994, NY 
Rangers) and defenseman Gary 
Suter (1989, Calgary), 
have been 
members of Stanley Cup winning 
teams in their careers. 
During 
the last six years, the 
Sharks have improved their sea-
with the Sharks 
befiire  breaking 
his thumb in the playoffs. 
Sharks
 head coach Darryl Sut-
t,er said
 he feels that having a 
potential game
-breaker like 
Selanne svill be key for the
 Sharks. 
"I think Teemu really got going
 
during the Olympics," 
Sutter 
said. "He's been our best player 
since then. I look at Teemu really 
as a 40 -goal scorer in this league. 
All I want him to be now is a 15 -
goal scorer (in the playoffs)." 
Beyond the expectations and 
the presence of 
a 
diverse offeru3ive 
attack led goal -
scoring wise 
by 
Selanne, the 
Sharks have 
home -ice advan-
tage to count on 
in at least the 
first round. 
"The real 
advantage of 
having home -
ice, particularly 
league and 
in the first 
playing for a winning team, round,
 is that we get an extra day 
something he said 
he has never to recuperate, an extra day 
to pre -
been apart of in his NHL career. 
pare by not having to travel 
"This is the 
first  titne in my 
somewhere."
 Sutter said. 
career I've been on a team that isn't 
Players such as Thornton, who 
going into the
 playoffs as an under- faced 
the Sharks in a second -
dog," Selanrie said. "I think this is a 
round series in 2000 as a member 
team that can beat anybody in the 
of the Dallas Stars, said the 
league. We have all of the tools
 to go Sharks fans make 
for a true 
as far as we want to." 
home-ice advantage. 
The presence of 
a healthy "I think it's really 
important,"  
Selanne,  who injured his right
 Thornton said. "Especially here. 
thumb in Game 
1 of the Sharks We have great fans and during 
first -round playoff series loss to the
 playoffs they get really rowdy 
St. Louis last season, is some- and loud. I know coming in here 
thing the Sharks are counting on 
as
 an opponent in the playoffs 
to
 help them progress deep into before, it wasn't a 
whole  lot of ftm 
the playoffs. to play here." 
"Teemu will be more comfort- Also, the 
Sharks
 will enter the 
able this year," Ricci said. "It'll be 
playoffs
 this season with a full 
nice to 
have him healthy and cast of healthy 
players.  
ready to go." Right
 wings Osven Nolan and 
Selanne, who was 
acquired Matt Bradley 
and  defenseman 
from Anaheim on March 6, 2001 Bryan
 Marchment missed the 
for left wing Jeff Friesen
 and Sharks season -ending
 3-1 victory 
goaltender Steve Shields, only 
against  the Los Angeles Kings Sat -
played 12 regular season
 games urday to help heal lingering
 wounds, 
"I TRULY BELIEVE WE 
HAVE A 
TEAM  THAT CAN 
GO DEEP AND WIN 
THE  
WEST."
 
 Scott Thornton, 
San Jose Sharks left wing 
Louisiana
 Tech a 
crucial 
series
 for 
Spartan  
baseball
 team  
By
 
Julian
 
Ramos
 
DAR)
 
\ hat 
S 1 
WRITI.12  
ond in the 
conference  with 62 
strikeouts. 
In the previous 
meeting  
Spartan  head coach 
Sam between both 
schools  in March, 
Piraro  said he is scared 
to death the Spartans
 won two of the 
of
 the Louisiana Tech 
Universi-  three games. 
ty Bulldogs. 
The series
 was originally 
"They
 have some of 
the best scheduled
 to have finished
 with 
pitching in the
 conference," 
a game on 
Sunday,
 but because 
Piraro said. 
of concerns 
about  rain, a dou-
The 
first visit to 
J.C.  Love 
bleheader
 was 
scheduled
 for 
Field in Ruston,
 La. for San 
Saturday. 
Jose 
State University 
against SJSU
 won both games
 of the 
the 
Western  Athletic 
Confer-
 doubleheader
 after losing the 
ence 
newcomer Bulldogs
 ( 17-21, 
series
 opener 3-2 on 
March  15. 
4-11 
WAC) is scheduled 
to begin Spartan
 shortstop 
Gabe  
Friday and 
conclude  on Sunday.
 Lopez said the 
team has to take 
Currently  the Bulldogs
 pitch- care 
of the conference 
schedule 
ing staff 
ranks  second in the
 first before 
making  any plans 
WAC 
in earned run 
average for a 
possible postseason
 berth. 
(3.71), 
second  in opposing 
bat- The series
 against the 
Bulldogs  
ting average (.245)
 and second is 
a continuation of 
that philos-
in batters 
struck out (301). 
ophy. 
They 
are also the 
conference  
"We've  got to win 
every  series 
leader
 in most hits 
allowed from 
here
 out to be in 
playoff  
(302) and most wild 
pitches 
(34).
 
Bulldog pitcher Lee 
Gwalt-
ney (3-7) ranks third in the 
WAC with a 2.70 
ERA and 
Casey Blalock (6-5 ) ranks sec -
BUY 1 GET 1 for 49c 
49C 
Try our 
party platters!!' 
Right atrOtut 
from campus 
reveres 524,02 . 
NIN wale° 
Be an 
Angel...  
Donate Eggs!
 
Ir 
you are 21-30 years old, 
healthy, bright 
& responsible: 
Call Family Fertility Center 
All nationalities
 needed 
Free Dental Checkup 
including
 4BW 
x-rays 
with
 current student 
I.D. 
Teeth 
whitening  
special
 
5199 
Call
 
for  
appointment:
 
Dr.  lkin 
Mandel  
14 Harold 
Avenue  
near
 San
 
Tomas  
Expressway
 
Stevens
 
Creek  
Blvd
 
San 
Jose.
 
CA
 
951  
I 7 
(408)  
243.5044
 
I wry's. 
on 
5/30/2002i  
-I 
discovered 
Century Graphics for 
Custom Printed 
T-shirts. They're 
Past. Easy, and 
Affordable! AD 
Their  
Screen 
Pnnting
 
Desigi
 
Prices Include Screen Set -Ups and 
g" 
170
 
Commeroal
 
St 
SUnnyyale.  
CA
 94081 
one Hour of Artwork! I loved my 
. d e r ,
 
oe,e.gosn,
 
eon,  Iwww 
cgthirts 
col 
shirts so 
much.  I told all my friends!"
 
fax 
14081  616-773 
contention," Lopez 
said. 
The  Spartans are 
currently 
in second place in the WAC with 
a 9-6 mark, 
five  games behind 
leader Rice University (14-1).
 
Lopez is putting together 
another strong 
offensive season, 
following his team MVP season 
a 
year
 ago. 
Lopez 
currently  leads the 
Spartans in batting average 
(.382), on 
base percentage 
(.484), RBIs 
(41), hits (60), 
walks (25) and stolen bases (9). 
Including the La.
 Tech series, 
the Spartans have 15 confer-
ence games 
remaining on their 
schedule.
 
Heated Rivalry 
Anytime San 
Jose State Uni-
versity and Fresno 
State Uni-
versity 
square off against
 each 
other on the 
football  field, bas -
7.37 
ea. for 
25
 White 
Beefy
 Ts. 
5.78 ea. for 
50
 
One 
coloi  
4.99
 ea. for 100
 (1),n,e.ati. 
(408)  616-770C
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TAKE
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WORLD
 
ExPERIENCE  THE 
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order
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 hospitality.sisu
 edu/ihc 
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POOP T. 
Ai or v MIANA0fAillttort PINOOSIAIM SAN 11141VPSITY  
son point totals each year from 47 
points in 1995-96 to the fran-
chise -best total of 99 this year. 
San Jose's depth was key in 
helping the team finish the regu-
lar season with a franchise best 
ever record of 44-27-8-3. 
Evidence of that is their bal-
anced 
scoring attack that fea-
tured an NHL -leading total
 of six 
20 -goal scorers this season. 
The Sharks offense finished 
fourth in the NHL with 248 goals 
scored this 
season,  despite the 
fact that their 
leading scorer, 
Teemu 
Selanne,  
only scored 29 
times. 
Selanne, who 
set an NHL 
rookie 
record 
with 76 goals in 
the 
1992-93  
season, has had 
to adjust
 to both 
a more defen-
sive -oriented
 
ketball court or baseball dia-
mond, another
 chapter is writ-
ten in the long-time rivalry. 
This past weekend's three -
game conference 
series at 
Municipal 
Stadium
 was no dif-
ferent.  
With 
the Spartans looking 
for a sweep on 
Sunday,  the Bull-
dogs
 perhaps showed 
some frus-
tration 
by
 hitting four
 SJSU 
batters. Two came 
off  the arm of 
Fresno 
starter Sean 
Ruthven  
and two from 
reliever Zach 
Minor.  
"Boys
 will be boys," Piraro 
said. "I told our 
guys  to keep 
cool heads, to compete 
and to 
not get wrapped
 up in other 
stuff
 " 
Softball Road Trip 
The Spartan softball team is 
San Jose State University Library 
BOOK SALE 
Thousands of ex
-library  books! 
Most books sold for $1 
When: Friday, 
April 19, 2002 
Saturday, April 20, 2002 
10 AM - 4PM 
Where: SJSU 
Senter Road 
Storage 
Facility 
1875 Senter Rd.,BIdg.B 
San Jose, CA 
scheduled to host Santa Clara 
University 
at home on Tuesday, 
before 
traveling
 to road games 
against the University of Tulsa 
(36-10,
 6-4 WAC) on April 25 
and La. Tech (19-16, 3-10 WAC) 
on 
April 
25. 
The Spartans
 (17-36, 5-11 
WAC) split doubleheaders 
against  both teams earlier this 
month on April 4 
against La. 
Tech 
and  Tulsa on April 6 at 
SJSU Field. 
but  are 
all  
expected
 to be 
ready to 
play  
tonight
 
against  
the  
Coyotes.  
"Owen  
could  
have
 played
 if we 
needed  
him  
to,"
 Sutter
 said.
 
"Everybody  
else  
should
 be ready
 
and 
having 
an extra
 day 
without  
travel  
helps  
that."
 
In 
addition  
t,o
 entering
 the 
play-
offs 
without  
any major
 
injuries,
 the 
Sharks 
enter the
 playoffs
 as a 
cohesive
 unit. 
The 
team
 did
 not 
acquire
 any 
players 
at the 
NHL's 
March  
trade  
deadline,
 
feeling
 that 
it was 
important
 to keep 
the teams
 
chemistry
 
intact.
 
"Last 
year we 
were still
 trying 
to 
find  
chemistry,"  
Sehume 
said. 
'This  
year, 
everybody
 had
 a good 
feeling 
about our
 team. 
That's  why 
we did-
n't 
make a 
move  at 
the  
deadline
 
because  
nobody  
wanted 
to mess 
with the
 chemistry
 of the 
team." 
One key 
area the
 Sharks 
feel 
they 
have  to 
improve
 on in 
order 
to 
achieve  
their
 loftier 
goals is 
their power
 play 
performance,
 
which 
ranked  
13th
 in the 
30 -
team NHL 
this
 season. 
Long 
an albatross
 to the 
fran-
chise, 
it was never
 more 
evident  
how important
 the power
 play is 
in last
 year's playoff 
series against 
St.
 Louis when the 
Sharks went 0-
for -23 in 
the series. 
"When we have 
the power play 
going, we 
can be scary 
to play 
against," Selanne said. 
The Sharks 
are confident they 
will be 
able
 to get past the
 first 
round and achieve
 more of the 
goals they 
set out for themselves 
before the season. 
"Our first goal 
was to win the 
division and get home
-ice," 
Selanne said. "That's 
done with 
and now 
it's  on to our other 
goals."
 
This newfound 
confidence 
emanating from
 the corner of 
Santa Clara and Autumn 
streets,
 
the Sharks believe, will continue 
well into May and even June 
when the Stanley Cup Finals are 
played. 
"I truly believe we have a team 
that can go deep and 
win  the 
West." Thornton said. 
68 years 
and 
still  going 
strong.
 
The
 
Spartan 
Daily  
Since 
1934
 
Traditional 
Cultural
 Practices 
and 
Their Impact on 
Women's  Health 
April 18th, Thursciay.
 12-2 PM 
SJSU Multicultural Centur St,) 
Topics will include:
 
Female
 Circumcision / 
Female  Genital 
Mutilation  (FGM) 
*Cultural Roles as it 
Relates to 
Domestic
 Violence
 
 
Arranged  
Marriages  
Sponsored by 
Ethnic 
and Cultural Health
 Team HIV/AIDS 
Committee  
Peer Health 
Education  Program 
Health  Science Department
 
Women's 
Resource  Center 
Mosaic Multicultural 
Center  
For
 more information. 
contact Eva Naredo 
408-373-2378 / 
eva
 naredo@vahoo
 com 
TV/CAI V 
programs
 
price 
Mad -in
 Rebate 
imudent II) requIredi 
['rice after Rebate 
'999,
 
 - 
;161 ' e your 
P('  Monitor a new life ! 
Jetaa' X-ntedia DrearnBes allows you instantly tum , 
monitor into multimedia
 center with 2 AN i 
, S-videu -in and TV 
antenna -in connection
 
NO Hasa' of 
Dorm
 
Ind  Wan the
 ' 
Ideal
 for use In 
Dorm
 Rooms ! 
Features  : 
O 
Plug 
and  Play 
O Digital Quality 
TV Display 
O Watch 
Favorite  Video from 
VCR. DVD. Digital
 camera 
ie 
Easily  hook up to 
Xbox  console gatnes 
 
Adjustable  PIP -- Three
 different reen 
siies  
 Built-in TV Timer
 with SAP 
Function  
 I ligh
 refresh 
rate/Resolution
 ( 1024 
x768) 
 Sleep Timer
 
 Alann system 
 Remote control included 
Place
 
your  order
 
afro
 
'oils% 
fogopc.com
 
or
 Call
 408-942-11M2 
SAN  
JOSE
 
STATE  
UNIVERSITY
 
hair  kiniiiinAl
 Daily Skiff 
Nancy  
Gallegos  
concentrated
 
as 
Estella
 Habal
 spoke
 at a meeting in memory of 
Cesar E. 
Chavez  and 
Philip 
Vera  Cruz 
on Tuesday
 evening 
in the 
Pacifica  room
 in the 
Student 
Union.  
See it 
here 
first.
 
www.thespartandaily.com
 
RIGHTS
 
speakers
 say 
awareness  of 
history
 is needed 
 
continued
 
from
 
Page
 
I 
Workers
 
Union.
 
"It 
was 
defiantly
 
the 
right
 
path
 for
 
Cesar
 
to 
take  the 
move-
ment
 
to 
the 
civil
 rights 
level,"  
Mendoza
 
said.  
"When
 
Asians
 
come
 
here 
to 
this 
country,
 
they
 are
 looked 
at
 as 
cheap
 
labor'
 
rather
 
than people 
with 
a 
rich  
history,"
 
Mendoza
 
added.
 
Habal,  
who  
began 
teaching
 at 
SJSU  
in 
1999,  
agrees  
that 
there
 
needs
 to 
be 
more  
education
 
on
 
the
 
history
 
of
 the 
farrn 
workers
 
movement.
 
Habal,  who
 has 
also  
taught
 at 
schools
 
such
 as 
the Universities 
of 
California  
at 
Davis,  
Santa 
Cruz
 and 
San 
Francisco,
 said
 
that 
the  
Filipino
 
influence
 
on the 
farm
 
worker
 
struggle
 
should  not
 
be 
lost.
 
"Many
 people
 don't 
know 
about
 the 
Filipino  
role in 
the 
United 
Farm 
Workers  
Union," 
Habal
 said.
 
Mendoza,  
during  his 
15 -
minute  speech,
 said 
Vera
 Cruz's 
goal was 
to bring about
 an aware-
ness 
of the 
exploitation  
of the 
farm 
workers.  He 
said  Vera Cruz
 
was an 
opponent  of the capitalist 
system.  
"Vera Cruz 
was an avid 
social-
ist 
and viewed the 
system 
through the eyes 
of
 the farm 
workers and
 he knew that 
capi-
talism  exploited the 
workers.  As 
a farm 
worker,
 he lived that expe-
rience because the 
growers
 com-
pletely used 
them for cheap 
labor,"
 Mendoza said. 
"The profit 
system cannot
 
work 
for everybody 
and we have
 
to 
fight for 
reforms  but 
we
 also 
have to fight
 for the 
long
 term to 
revolutionize  the 
system. A sys-
tem  that is 
built on 
exploiting  
labor 
is a system that
 cannot ever 
permanently 
work  for anybody,"
 
Mendoza
 said. 
Mendoza, a 
resident  of Red-
wood City, also 
said Vera Cruz 
achieved 
his objectives by 
adopt-
ing many of the 
methods used by 
other 
civil rights leaders,
 such as 
Martin Luther
 King Jr. and
 
Mahatma
 Gandhi. 
Vera Cruz 
organized  rallies
 
that 
called for 
protestors
 to lie 
down
 in front 
of
 tractors in 
addi-
tion to 
participating in 
hunger 
strikes, 
Mendoza 
said. 
Habel,  who 
was an 
acquain-
tance of 
Vera Cruz 
before his 
death  in 1994, said he was a 
great leader that helped bring 
the Mexican and Filipino farm 
workers together to win the good 
fight and he  should not be forgot-
ten. 
"Immigrants are always the 
scapegoats  for the ills of society 
and that is the way it has been in 
thts society.
 It is always those 
with no political power. Citizens 
should not forget 
the non -citi-
zens," Habal said. 
Macias 
felt
 the event, which 
attracted about 20 spectators and 
participants, was constructive, 
but wishes there 
would  be more 
events 
such as this on campus.
 
"It was cool. I 
wish
 that more 
people  could 
have
 attended 
the 
event 
and  it is events
 like this 
that needs to happen
 'more here 
at San Jose
 State," Macias 
said. 
"Different
 races should come 
together more to discuss issues 
and breakdown 
misconceptions  
and stereotypes." 
Ente shared Macias' 
feelings.  
"I think it is good to get togeth-
er with MEChA and help every-
body come 
together  and that is 
good
 because America is a melt-
ing pot of cultures, I 
think  it is a 
good 
step
 forward," Ente said. 
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EMPLOYMENT 
General
 
FRATERNITIES
  SORORMES
 
CLUBS  
STUDENT
 GROUPS 
Earn S1,000-$2,000
 with the 
easy CampusFundraiser three 
hour 
fundraising event 
Does  not 
Involve 
credit card applications. 
Fundraising dates are 
filling  
quickly. 
so 
call
 today' 
COWAN
 
Campusfundraisercom  at 
(888) 923-3238, or visit
 
www campusfundraiser com. 
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS 
Part-time work available with
 
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week) 
 Internships possible 
 All majors may 
apply 
 Scholarships
 awarded annually 
 Some conditions 
apply 
 Start at 17 
25
 BASE - appt. 
 Earn 
$85 - S500 per week
 
 Gain valuable 
experience  in 
customer service & sales 
 No experience necessary
 
 Extensive training
 provided 
 
Endorsed  by 
National
 
Academic  Advisory Board 
Call 
615-1500  10am 
-4pm 
www 
workforstudents.com/sjsu
 
DELIVERY PERSON 
The Spartan Daily is 
accepting  
applications
 for the Fall Semester 
for
 a delivery posrtion GREAT JOB 
FOR A MORNING PERSON, 
Work
 from about 7arn to between 
8 8 9am. delivering
 the Spartan 
Daily to news stands on 
campus  
We pay for 2 hours each day. 
even when you 
will usually be 
done
 in much less
 time Must 
have a CDL with clean
 DMV 
Apply at the Spartan 
Daily.  
Dwight
 Bentel Hall, Rm 203 
or
 
Call 
Kathy 0 924-3277
 tor info 
Greet  On
-Campus
 Job! 
GROOMER'S 
ASST. / KENNEL
 
help needed for 
small  exclusive
 
shop 
and  kennel PT, 
Tues-Sat
 
Must be reliable.
 honest. able to 
do physical 
work Prefer exp 
working w/ 
dogs,  
but  will train 
Great  oppty 
for  dog 
lover.
 Can 
FAX
 resume to 
408/377-0109
 or 
Call 
371-9115 
DELIVERY 
DRIVERS 
Party 
rental
 business.
 
Perfect for 
Students,  
Earn 
S250
 eve 
weekend' 
Must
 have reliable 
truck  or van 
Heavy
 lifting is required 
408-292-7878
 
OLD 
SPAGHETTI  
FACTORY 
Now 
hiring  Servers 
for lunch 8. 
dinner 
Secretary 
position  also 
needed for
 Sat and Sunday
 No 
exp needed
 Apply in 
person at 
51 N San Pedro
 St San Jose 
$250/day 
potential
 Bartending
 
Training provided 
1-800-293-3985
 ext 559 
ATTENTION  
WE NEED 
HELP 
$25475
 
Per Hour 
PT/FT
 
FREE 
TRAINING 
- CALL 
866-736-7812
 
www 
lifesawesome 
com  
Certain 
advertisements
 In 
these
 ootumns
 may 
refer  the 
reader 
to specific
 telephone
 
numbers 
or add r   
for 
additional  
information
 
Classified
 readers
 should 
be
 
reminded  
that.
 when 
making  
these 
further 
contacts.  
they  
should
 
require
 
complete
 
information  
before 
sending
 
money for 
goods  or 
services
 
In
 addition. 
readers 
should
 
carefully 
investigate 
all  firms 
offering  
employment  
listings
 
or coupOns
 for 
discount  
vocations
 or merchandise 
MANAGER
 NEEDED 
For 
Photography  Operation
 in 
Local 
Amusement  park 
Contact 
chnscunninghamh  
msn.com  
FACILITY  
MANAGER
 - The 
Unity Care
 Group is 
currently  
seeking two
 Facility 
Managers  
to manage 
group homes for 
at
-risk youth 
in the San 
Jose  
area. Min 2 yrs exp
 working with 
at -risk youth in 
a supervision role. 
BA req. Must be 
avail to work 
mornings  and 
afternoons 
$26-$32K/year + benefits. Fax 
resume to 281-4288.
 email 
hrOunitycare.com
 or call 
Marissa at 
408-281-4268.  
LICENSED NUTRITIONIST
 
Lead
-nutrition  
conditioning 
Mass
 
in San
 Jose Per Diem. 6 hrs 
per 
week/no
 benefits. Call Peter
 
408-295-0228.
 Resume: 730 
Empey
 Way, San Jose 95128 or 
fax 408-295-2957 
HR COORDINATOR 
STUDENT UNION, INC. 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY 
PT (30-35 hrs,Wk. 9am-3pm M -F) 
position in small
 HR dept in a 
non-profit org. Payroll/personnel
 
experience a must Temporary 
assignment.
 Mayl -Sept 30 with 
possible extension $15 per 
hour
 - no benefits Contact Mary 
Lewis, HR Specialist at 408-
924-6322. M -F 9am-5pm for 
applicabon ANEOE/ADA Employer 
PT SHIPPING Receiving Clerk 
Music/video
 
etailer 
Sunnyvale  
16-20 hrs Flex
 hrs 408-985-7703 
$35-$85/HR!
 Wear costume 0 
events 4 kids. S Bay SF FUN, Must 
have car. be avail 
Mods
 No exp 
req'd VViN tan Call 
831-457-8166
 
For Part -Time and 
Full -Time Positions, 
call
 
HALLMARK PERSONNEL 
Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983 
Office  jobs
 in local 
companies
 
Students/grads/career
 change 
Temp/Temp-to-Hee/Direct Hire 
Sunnyvale 
to Redwood City 
Phone  (650) 320-9698 
Fax (650) 320-9688 
www hallmarkpersonnel 
com 
MANAGER
 for Health & Wellness 
Program in San Jose Full time 
Call Peter
 Olson 408-295-0228 
or mail 
your resume to Easter 
Seals Bay Area. 730 Empey 
Way, San Jose 95128 or 
fax  
275-9858 
GIRLS GANG 
PREVENTION 
Program
 P/T Positions 
10 -15 
hours,
 evenings $12/hour. Call 
408-287-4170
 
x266.  fax resume 
to 408-287-8025. Attn MD.
 
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
 
Local valet 
company
 in search 
of enthusiastic 
and energetic 
individuals
 to work 
at nearby 
malls. hotels & 
private  events 
FT/PT available We 
will  work 
around
 your busy 
school 
schedule Must have clean
 
DMV Lots of fun & earn
 good 
rnoney  Call
 867-7275 
COUNSELOR
-Work with at -risk 
youth 
in 
boys  or 
girls  group 
homes. Excellent opportunity to 
gain exp. in Social 
Work.,Criminal  
Jusece. and/or Psychology 
Flexible 
hours.
 7-3pm. 12-8pm. 
3-11pm, or 
11pm-7am  FT or PT 
positions available Must 
be
 21 
with 
valid license 
$9 00-
$12.00/hr based on education 
and experience Fax resume 
with availability to 281-4288. 
email 
hr@unitycare  com or 
call 
Manssa
 at 408-281-4268 
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT 
Established Los 
Gatos  agency 
seeks warm, caring students 
for part and full time
 
nanny positions 
We list only the 
best jobs' 
Hours flexible around 
school  
from 15 hrs/wk to full time 
$15-$18/HR
 
STANFORD 
PARK NANNIES 
408-395-3043 
www spnannies com 
BICYCLE
 MESSENGERS 
Looking for your not so tradrtional 
bike messengers You don't 
need experience we'll train you 
You will need a bike, lock. 
helmet & common sense. All 
welcome to appy for this 
fun. 
flexible,
 outdoors 
job.
 Apply in 
person at Inner City Express 
22 W Saint John St San Jose 
Cross street is N. First. 
$12.05 / 
HOUR. WORK WITH 
CHILDREN 8 
ADULTS  WITH 
DISABILITIES.
 PIT Flexible 
schedules Office of Therapeutic 
Services 
Contact
 
Laurie
 
Yarwasky.
 408-267-0200 
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY 
Student Friendly Will 
Train  
All ShMs Open - Grave Bonus 
408-247-4827  
EMPLOYMENT 
Recreation 
LIFEGUARD. 
Instructional  
Lifeguard & Aquatic Specialist 
Easter Seals 
Bay Area seeks 
part or full time for
 San Jose 
Mon
-Fn.
 $8 91-$11.82. Call 
Peter 
or Jacob - 295-0228. 
Resume. 
730 Empey Way, 
San Jose 
95128 or fax 408-275-9858. 
SUBSTITUTE 
RECREATION  LEADERS 
Join the SMALL WORLD 
SCHOOLS team as a Substitute 
Teacher, 
Rec Leader & enjoy the 
flexibility you
 need 
Small 
World  
Schools is looking for students 
wanting
 to work with children in 
our before and after 
school
 care 
programs  As a 
substitute
 you 
can choose which days  you're 
available  for work The only 
requirement is your desire 
to work with children ages 
6 through 12 years in a fun 
recreation type atmosphere 
Call 
408-283-9200  
today 
for an 
interview.or  fax your resume 
to 408-283-9201. 
RECREATION LEADER, City of 
San Jose, $12.05 hr. starting 
Rewarding  job for someone 
who  
enjoys working with youth. Here's 
your opportunity to make a differ-
ence 
in a child's life seeking 
candidates w/leadership. organi-
zation & problem solving skills to 
implement
 exciting after 
school  
programs Hours M -F afternoons 
and Sal. mornings Candidates 
must have a high school diploma 
or equiv & pass a background
 
check before starting their work 
assignment For more 
intorma-
tion contact the Hiring Unit at 
979-7826 
or 
download  
at 
http)//jobs
 
cityolsj
 org. 
GREAT RECREATION JOBS 
at the 
LOS  GATOS-SARATOGA 
RECREATION DEPARTMENT. 
SUMMER AQUATICS
 
Water Safety Instructors 
(WS!).
 
Lifeguards
 Pay. 
$6.92-$10.34/hr
 
SUMMER DAY CAMP LEADERS 
F,T must be avail. M -F, 8 30am-
5 30pm No ECE Units
 req Pay 
Raniga 
$6 75-13 
80/hour
 
Call 
Laurie 
354-8700x224.  Leaders 
hired for the summer have the 
opportunity to 
work PIT from 2-
6pm. 
during
 the school year
 in our 
after school
 enrichment program. 
EMPLOYMENT
 
Education/Schools
 
TEACH
 SUMMER 
Science/
 
Nature camps up to 35 hrsnak. 
Year-round opportunrties also 
available. Youth Science Institute. 
408-356-4945 x12, Fax: 408-
358-3683. 'sonny ysi-ca.org.
 
INSTRUCTIONAL
 AIDES 
Special Ed 
& Regular Class. 
$10.86-$15.43/hr.
 Saratoga Sch 
Dist. 
Call
 867-3424
 x504 
for 
info
 
& application. Immediate Need 
CITY OF SAN JOSE Parks. 
Recreation &Communrty Services 
LEARNSArte Coordinator, Salary 
$16 96/hr The LEARNS Program 
operate.s 
weektlay8 
atter school 
until 6:00 p.m. and provides 
age -appropriate curriculum. Site 
Coordinator ts responsible for !he 
development implementation 
and evaluation of the after -school 
program and supervision of 2-4 
staff members. Must be 18 years 
or older. and have experence 
supervising 
elementary  school 
children in an after -school set-
ting For more information, 
contact Kendra Yarn or Adriene 
Braddock  
at (408) 979-7833. 
Email  kendra.yarneacisica
 us 
or adnene 
braddockticisicaus  
TEACHERS. SUBS 
and 
RECREATION LEADERS 
Enjoy working with kids/ Join 
the team at Small World 
Schools, get great experience 
WORKING 
WITH CHILDREN 
AGES 5-12 years in our before 
and after school rec. programs. 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
offers competitve pay, health 
benefits for 30 + hrs. excellent 
training. and a 
fun  work environ-
ment We can often offer 
flexible  
hours around your 
school 
schedule This is a 
great  job 
for both men and women 
Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or 
fax resume to 408-283-9201. 
You need
 at least 
6 units in 
ECE. recreation. music. dance. 
art, 
phys ed, human services. 
social welfare, nursing, sociology 
psychology, home economics. 
or elementary education 
THE SPARTAN DAILY OFFERS 
A 25% STUDENT DISCOUNT 
to Advertise in Classifieds, 
Such a Deal, 
SHARED
 HOUSING
 
1 BDRM 
W/BATH.
 
$500irno
 
$500 
dep. 
- 1/3 
PG&E
 
Basic 
cable 
paid.  Very close to 
SJSU 
on S. 11th.
 294-8005. 
ROOM FOR RENT with private 
bath & 
access to kitchen. For 
female  International 
student 
seeking quiet, family 
oriented  
environment.
 Call 
224-6323.
 
ROOM  FOR RENT 
downtown 
San Jose.
 
$500/mo
 + 
electricity  
Rm 
includes  cable & DSL Female
 
preferred. royale65
 0 hotmaircom 
1 BDRM PRIVATE 
ENTRANCE
 
Laundry. Utility 
paid.  10 min dnve 
to SJSU. 
$550/mo 
408-590-
 846 
SJSU INTERNATIONAL
 HOUSE 
 Fun & Friendly environment 
 5 minute
 walk to campus 
 Well-equipped
 kitchen 
 Computer and Study rooms 
 2 pianos & game rooms 
 
Laundry
 facilities 
 Parking 
For American and International 
Students. Call 924-6570 or stop by 
tor a tour or visit our 
website  
www.sisu.edu/deptsahouse 
360 S 11th St. between San 
Salvador & San Carlos. 
RENTAL HOUSING 
LARGE 3 BD, 2 FULL BA. APT 
2 blocks from SJSU Parking avail. 
washer/dryer on site, water/trash
 
paid Well managed
 student bldg 
$1 350/mo Call 408-378-1409 
NICE 2 BDRM / 1 BATH APT. 
$1250/mo. $500 move in bonus 3 
min walk to SJSU 408-995-5525 
1920'S CLASSIC 1BR/1 BA for 
clean. quiet, sober financially 
responsible  Park. Yard 
Hrdwd 
firs 551-553 
So 6th $900 & up 
Peter 408-746-1900 or 292-1890 
OPPORTUNMES
 
STOP STARVING, STUDENT! 
Make
 extra $51 Go to 
wens' bpguides com 
Simply 
click 
on Student Interests, 
HEALTH / BEAUTY 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright, 408-241-8444 or 
800-550-4900 Free/Confidential 
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR
 NATIONAL / 
AGENCY  RATE.S cm.i. 
408-9243277 
r.:in3ociadis
 
frrimpilicn
 
8oisintitwaratdsca  j 
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum 
One Two 
Three Four Five 
Day Days Days Days 
Days 
3 lines 
$5 $7 
$9 
$11 $13 
Name
 
Please 
check  
one
 
classification:
 
Lost
 and 
Found'  Rental
 Housinu 
Address
 
CINIISWo
 
2,p  
corm
 
Plate 
increases
 
$2
 for 
each additional line per ad 
Announcements
 Shared 
Housirvi
 
Rate 
increases
 
$2 
for 
each  additional day 
Campus
 Clubs 
Real Estate 
FREQUENCY 
DISCOUNTS:
 
20 
consecutive  
issues
 receive 10% 
off 
Send check or money
 order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted) 
Spartan Daily Classifieds 
Greek Messages 
Events
 
Services
 
Health'Beauty 
40 
consecutive  
issues
 receive 20°.
 off 
San Jose State University
 
Volunteers
 SportsThrilis
 
San Jose, CA 95192-0149 
50 4. 
consecutive
 issues 
receive  25°. off 
For 
Sale 
Insurance
 
Local rotes 
apply to Santa 
Clara  County 
advertisers
 
and SJSU 
students. 
staff & 
faculty.
 
 Classified 
desk is located in Dwight Bente' Hall. Room 
209 
 Deadline 10 00 a.m 
hvo weekdays before publication 
Electromcs  
Wanted 
Entertainmen'
 
Travel
 
First line in bold for no extra 
charge
 up to 
25 spaces 
Additional
 
words  may be 
set 
in bold type 
at a per 
ad charge of 
$3
 per word 
III 
All  ads are prepaid IN No 
refunds
 on canceled ads 
 
Rates
 for consecutive publication  dates
 only 
QUESTIONS?  CALL (408) 924-3277 
Employment
 
Opportunities
 
Tutonng 
Word 
Processing
 
SJSU 
STUDENT
 RATE:
 25". 
OFF  -  Rate applies to 
private  
party  ads only, no discount for 
other 
persons
 or businesses 
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209
 from 10am 
to 
3pm.  
STUDENT
 
ID 
REQUIRED.  
 Lost & 
Found  
ads  
are  offered free as a 
service
 to the campus community. 
1 
Lummox 
FOR 
SALE SERVICES
 
TIPS TO 
RAISE  YOUR GPA!! 
Send $5 check & 
return address 
to: °JO Publishing. 
1642
 Palo 
Santo Dr. Campbell.
 CA 95008 
AUTO
 FOR SALE 
'98 Nissan Maxima
 MXE $9000 
408-736-5954
 Great cond 
90k  
mi 
Rea; Bargain (same moctel 
with 
68k mi Bluebook
 is $11.500) 
WORDPROCESSING
 
PROFESSIONAL  
WORD 
PROCESSING  
Have your 
theses,
 term 
papers, 
group 
projects. etc profession-
ally typed APA a specialty 
Experienced & dependable 
Almaden/Branham
 area 
Call 
Linda for an 
appointment at 
(408) 264-4504 
New Smile 
Choi°, Dental Plan 
(includes
 cosmetic)
 
$69.00
 
per 
year 
Save
 30% - 60% For info 
call 
1-800-655-3225  or 
www studentdental.com 
or 
www  goldenwestdental com 
RELATIONSHIP 
SPECIALIST!  
Extremely 
accurate. clear
 
answers to all of your questions
 
Caring readers 
available to talk 
with you now 
Special  Student 
Discounts Available. Enjoy online 
chat & Free 
Numerology  
Report  
www.lookingbeyond
 com. 
18+ 
For entertainment only 
Looking Beyond. Inc Call toll 
tree 1-877-955-4155.. ,. 
LOST & FOUND ADD 
are offered FREE 
as a 
SERVICE  to the 
campus community 
TODAY'S 
CROSSWORD  PUZZL_E_J 
ACROSS 
1 Honolulu's island 
5 Zinc - ointment 
10 
Heckle  
14 Senator Cranston 
15
 Flood barrier 
16 Sandwich 
cookie  
17 Food 
wrapping  
18 Guzzled 
119 Mexican
 moola 
20 Wearing away 
22 Boxer s weapons 
23 
Highest
 point 
24 
Unskilled  
worker  
26 Ciphers 
28 Succeeded (2 
wds
 
32 Balked 
33 Charters 
34
 Mellow
 
35 Retained 
36 Secretary of State 
Powell  
37 
French  1 verb 
38 St 
39 Celebrations
 
40 
Odd 
41 Part 
of water 
43 Scottish accents 
44 
Nights
 in 
classifieds
 
45 Breezy 
greeting
 
46 Put up 
49 Trinidad 
music 
52 Bloodshed 
53 
Arkansas 
mountains
 
55 Chalet feature 
57 Elevator inventor 
58 Undue speed 
59 On the sheltered 
side 
60 
Jiffies  
61 Decided 
62 "(Duo 
VadisT 
role 
PREVIOUS  
PUZZLE  SC/LYE() 
E P 
0 
ID 
R 
S 
3-2202 
Unned 
1.ca,e 
2 
Burn  
,,00ther
 
3 Head covering 
4 Dumped on the 
market 
5 1950s records 
6 
Office  copier 
7 - 
the 
Terrible  
8 Bear s refuge 
9 Cartoon 
shriek 
10 Rodeo event 
11 I-4era s son 
12 
Keen  
enjoyment 
13 Monkey 
havens
 
21 
Ran 
22 
Enemies
 
24 Eiffel Tower site 
25 Actress 
Barbara 
26 Ford alternative 
27
 Greased 
28 La Scaia site 
29 Cisco 
Kid flock 
DOWN 30 
G 
worn
 
heavies 
31 Sny 
creature  
32 Persian king 
33 Bucket detects 
36 Parakeet 
home  
37 Greek 
or 
Danish
 
39 Part of GI 
40 Wharf 
42 School break 
43 
Cheated 
45 A la - 
(menu 
choice)  
46 
Self.images
 
47 Learning 
method  
48 
Viking 
name  
49 
Throw  
50 Mall attraction 
51 
Completed  
53 
Discoverer
 s 
shout  
54 Blast 
56 Fairhiring 
letters 
MIMI 
=MEM  IMMO 
MUM 
MEMO
 MEM 
MI= 
11111=1  MO= 
AMIE= MEM 
MUM 
lid= 
OM= dEMEMOMM 
IMMO
 MEM MIN 
MEM
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MIMI
 
MO dMINIM OM= 
EMMEN MM. 
MO= MOM 
Wild= INIMMIUM 
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MOM ME= 611111111 
WM MENEM AM 
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SEX  
 
conn n tied from Page 
1 
years old, 
Sprinkle became 
involved in prostitution, she said. 
"I was a very shy child," she 
said. "I stayed in my room a lot 
doing crafts and things. I was 
afraid of sex. Then, I couldn't 
stand it anymore and I guess you 
can say I faced my fears." 
She 
said
 she began doing porn 
films a few years later 
and did 
videos where she urinated
 on 
people, which she
 explained was 
"how
 she 
capitalized  on 
her  
name." 
As a 
dancer
 in burlesque
 
shows, she 
created
 her own 
form  
of 
stripping  called 
a "speech 
strip,"
 and with this she
 was able 
to get her 
audience  involved
 and 
hide thd fact she 
wasn't  good at 
dancing.
 
For 14 years, she 
lived  in Man-
hattan and lived in an apartment
 
she called
 "Sprinkle's Salon." 
She described it as an 
"Andy  
Warhol factory of sex art." 
This, she said, is where she 
welcomed prostitutes, sex teach-
ers and sex 
workers. 
It wasn't until she and a 
group 
of friends 
began  a club that she 
slowly started to 
transform her 
work into 
an art form. 
She became 
involved  in inter-
viewing
 people around 
the  world 
and doing 
photography.  
This upset her 
audience 
because she was
 "becoming too 
artsy," but that 
didn't  stop her 
from doing 
what  she wanted. 
"I learned to be 
truthful  of 
who I was instead
 of being a fan-
tasy," she said. 
Sprinkles 
continued  to do her 
work, dressing up as "Nurse 
Sprinkle" and giving sex educa-
tion classes. 
A professor saw her work 
arid  
asked her to be in an off-Broad-
way 
show,  she said. 
This was when she decided to 
fully devote herself into the arts. 
She put on shows at The 
Kitchen, which caused a lot of 
controversy, since it was govern-
ment ftinded. 
"They were saying 'porn stars 
can't be artists, so we're 
using 
our tax money for porn,' " she 
said.
 
She said that a description of 
her art 
may  sound graphic, but 
it's actually "innocent and play-
ful" Mee people get te watch it. 
She showed films that 
she's  
done which
 included a video of 
her, in her own worcp 
"sucking 
and gagging on 
clildos." 
"Some just say I'm 
just play-
ing with
 dildos," she said. 
"I'm 
actually healing 
my
 worst sex 
experiences." 
During 
another show, she 
showed her cervix 
to
 the audi-
ence and 
ended the show 
with 
her masturbating. 
She said she 
wanted  the audi-
ence to get the 
feeling
 that it was 
a ritual by 
placing  candles 
around
 her on stage. 
"I learned a lot 
about  life, sex 
and spirituality
 in those 20 min-
utes than anything else 
I've
 done 
in life," she said. 
Sprinkle  read from a 
passage  
that explained her 
outlook on 
sex. It said sex 
was  not just some-
thing to enhance a 
relationship 
or to use as 
procreation,  but it 
can be used for 
physical  healing, 
spiritual growth and a way to 
learn about life and 
death.  
Sprinkle ended the 
lecture 
with comments 
from  the audi-
ence and a question and answer 
session. 
Senior Alex Koll said 
he was 
happy she 
showed  her work 
instead of it just being 
a discus-
sion. 
"It's the first show 
of this kind 
to be on campus," Koll said. "It's 
encouraging
 to see this sort of art 
in this extreme." 
Erin 
Closmore  said she is 
familiar with Sprinkle's 
work
 so 
she wasn't shocked when she saw 
the 
film  clips. 
"She makes 
something  that's 
considered taboo in America to be 
seen as 
something
 not to hide," 
Closmore said. "She talks 
about 
it so it doesn't sound embarrass-
ing and makes you feel comfort-
able."
 
rtorrection
  1 
In a story 
titled "Jewish 
Culture 
Week  to 
spread
 the 
world," 
which was
 published
 
in 
Monday's  
edition  of 
the  
Spartan
 Daily,
 Brynne 
Speizer ! 
is quoted 
as saying 
"For that
 is 
how you
 say 
'Independence
 
Day'
 in 
Jewish."
 
The quote
 should 
read, "For 
this is 
how 
you  say 
'Indepen-
dence 
Day'
 in 
Hebrew."  
Thiedi  
Daily  
regrets  
the  
error
 
 
, 
NEWS
 
FAIR
 
Employers 
focused  on 
human
 and
 public 
forums
 
 continued
 from 
Page 1 
Faviola Ponce, a senior major-
ing in 
sociology,  said she's 
looking  
for a 
job 
in
 law 
enforcement,
 but 
still didn't know if she wants to 
work for the state or the city. 
Kim Haley, a 
sophomore  
majoring in behavioral
 science 
and sociology, said she went to 
the career fair because she's look-
ing for an internship 
in the social 
science field and working with at -
risk 
youths. 
"It looks like a 
really  good 
forum,  I just signed up with the 
AIDS community service: Haley 
said. 
Through out the day, there 
were many fortuns to introduce 
students  to the different career 
paths. 
Debra David, director for 
the 
Center for Service Learning, said 
she knows the service learning is 
a powerful tool that can make 
profound,
 lifelong learning expe-
rience for students, faculty and 
community.  
June Lim, associate director of 
the Career 
Center,  said service 
learning was an outcome of the 
state 
lottery's
 moneys. 
"There are sums of money 
that  
are 
available to 
faculty  
and 
staff 
for 
innovative  
programs
 
like
 ser-
vice learning,"
 
Lim  
said. 
"We 
wanted 
to do 
something
 that
 was 
more on the 
community
 
profes-
sional helping side,
 so 
we
 
hooked  
up 
with  service 
learning."  
Rebecca
 
Sperber,  the
 program
 
coordinator for 
service  
learning,  
said as part of the 
career
 
forum  
they held an award  
ceremony.
 
Evangelina  
Naredo, 
a student
 
representative of the 
Center  
for 
Service
 Learning
 
Action
 
Team, 
said, "These 
students  
were  
nomi-
nated by their
 
professors
 
for 
their  
commitment
 and 
leadership
 in 
service learning." 
Naredo  said Norma
 Marrun, a 
sophomore
 sociology
 
major,  
and 
Claudia 
Mendoza,
 a senior
 Span-
ish major were honored. 
She said Marrun was 
awarded
 
for her 
understanding  of
 the
 con-
nections between her 
academic
 
life and her voluntary work 
with  
the homeless, 
and Mendoza for 
her work with children. 
According 
to
 Naredo, 
there  
were
 also three students 
selected  
by their 
colleges  who received
 the 
Excellence in Service
 Learning 
Award. 
The students
 were
 judged
 on 
their 
commitment t,o 
the service, 
their 
ability  to 
integrate
 service 
learning into
 academic learning 
and
 other 
contributions
 that 
demonstrated
 excellence
 and 
leadership, Naredo 
said.  
The recipients of the 
Excel-
lence in Service 
Learning  Award 
were Larissa A. Bailon, 
an under-
graduate in 
communication  stud-
ies, Puneet Kaur 
Sandhu,
 a sec-
ond 
year masters student in 
social work, and Sonia 
Avilucea, a 
graduate student. 
Bailon was recognized
 for her 
help with introducing service 
learning to the Organizational 
Conununication class; Sandhu for 
carrying out research and taking 
part in a community 
project 
related to empowering foster chil-
dren and youth at 
Santa Clara 
Social Service Agency; and 
Avilucea for 
changing
 the ser-
vice -learning requirements for 
graduating high 
school
 students 
at her high 
school,
 where she is 
now the principal. 
Avilucea was also 
selected by 
the Center for Service Learning 
Strategic Action Team
 to receive 
the All University Award with a 
$500 moneteuy award. 
SAN 
JOSE STATE  
UNIVERSITV
 
HOUSE  Facilities
 
 continued from Pap 1 
at a point where the students
 can 
take back the power and decide 
how to use the
 facility. 
De Alba said 
the facilities are 
available from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Monday through 
Friday and said 
it can be used after hours 
and  on 
the 
weekends
 for  a fee. He said 
the fee would go to the National 
Society of 
Scabbard and Blade, 
which will help with 
administer-
ing it after 
hours.  
De Alba said, to 
reserve a 
room, a person 
can download the 
San Jose man dead 
SAN 
JOSE,  Calif (AP )  
Police found 
one  man dead, and 
another
 man and two
 women 
injured after 
a confrontation 
involving  a crossbow at a house
 
Tuesday 
afternoon. 
Police responded
 to a call from 
the house at 
about 2:23 p.m. said 
Sgt. Steve Dixon. 
When
 police 
arrived, two 
severely beaten 
women came out of the house
 and 
were taken 
to a hospital. 
Police then found Richard 
McPherson  inside the house with 
serious slash 
wounds
 to his 
wrists and forearms. 
Another
 
internship  
at father's
 t 
it ni: 
$5.20  / 
hr. 
internship
 at 
uncle's
 
insurance
 
company: 
$6 
/ hr. 
internship
 in 
the 
entertainment
 
business:  
priceless 
open
 
on
 
Thursday
 
reservation
 
form
 
and 
fax
 it 
to 
924-6224. 
"Once
 
received,
 
we
 
will 
con-
firm
 
its 
availability.
 
Priority
 is 
given  
to 
students
 
and 
their
 
activ-
ities,"  
de 
Alba  
said.
 " The
 
mission
 
of 
the  
A.S.  
house
 
(the
 
University
 
House)
 is 
to 
enrich
 
the 
lives
 
of
 
the
 
students.
 
Come
 
join  
us, 
we 
are 
here 
for the
 
students."
 
For  
more
 
information
 
about
 
the
 
University
 
House,  
de 
Alba 
said
 to 
visit 
the 
A.S.  
Web 
site 
at 
http://as.sjsu.edui,
 or 
just
 
stop
 by 
the 
house.
 
from  
arrow
 
wound
 
man's  
body 
was 
found
 in 
the 
backyard
 
patio  
area.
 
Sgt.
 Steve
 Dixon
 said
 when
 
McPherson
 
recovered,
 he 
would 
be
 booked
 into 
Santa  
Clara  
Coun-
ty
 Jail 
on
 
suspicion
 of 
homicide
 
and 
assault
 with 
a 
deadly  
weapon. 
Investigators
 
believe
 
McPher-
son  
attacked
 his three
 room-
mates 
with his 
fists and a 
blunt 
object 
and then 
shot the 
victim  
with the
 crossbow. 
Dixon said
 
McPherson  
then
 tried to 
commit 
suicide 
by slashing
 his 
wrists.  
Apply for a 
summer internship 
working  on 481 episode 
of
 Music In ligh Places,
 starring Unwritten 
Law.  You could receive 
an all-expensiz-paid 
trip  
to Nashville, 
where  you'll attend a 
univasity
 program in the 
tmtertainment  business. 
ilia,  have a dunce to fly 
to Los Angeles and 
Yellowstone  
National Park to 
help  produce the show.
 Find out how to get 
an internship, without
 the help of your dad's
 friend's cousin, at 
mastercard.com.  
there 
are some things 
money can't boy 
for everything else there's
 MasterCard' 
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